STAR CANOPY LARGE
Installation Instructions

CANOPY COMPONENTS:
1 x Roof in Bag
1 x Centre Poles
14 x Marquee Pegs 24mmx850mm
2 x Peg Bags
6 x Pegging Plates

PROCEDURE:
• Consider wind and ground conditions for duration of canopy installation
• Wind should not exceed 15-18 knots
• Ground should be firm for pegs.

Using the layout tape provided, follow diagrams 1 - 6 to mark the locations of the pegs.
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• Using a small tent pin, locate the ring closest to the bag at a suitable Centre Pole location.
• Pull the second ring out tightly in the desired direction of the first Peg. Mark the location by locating another pin at the end of the ring.
• Pull the third ring away from the first and second ring tightly. Mark the location of the second Peg by locating another pin at the end of the ring.
• Pin the second ring to the second Peg location and repeat ‘Step 3’. Mark the location of the third Peg by locating another pin at the end of the ring. Repeat this operation for the remaining Pegs.
• Place a Pegging Plate at each location and fix down with x2 marquee pegs.

• Ensure all pegs are driven correctly.
• Eyes for the guy rope hooks face inwards.